Forthcoming:

• ACCAP Webinar: *Understanding the Arctic Through a Co-Production of Knowledge*, Wednesday April 11, 2018 at 10am (Co-Production Model)

• Comprehensive work by Dominique David-Chavez, PhD Candidate, *analyzing into how scientists engage Indigenous people has been conducted - a global systemic review*. Presented at AGU.

Resources

• *Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous People* by Linda Tuhiwai Smith (a landmark book)

• Considering Traditional Knowledge in Climate Change Initiatives: [http://climatetkw.wordpress.com](http://climatetkw.wordpress.com)

• *Cultural Card: A Guide to Build Cultural Awareness* - AI/AK

• Alaska Native Knowledge Network: [http://ankn.uaf.edu/publications/](http://ankn.uaf.edu/publications/)
  • Cultural guideline booklets: *Guidelines for Respecting Cultural Knowledge*
  • *Culturally Responsive Science Curriculum* (Venn Diagram of Common Ground b/w TK and Western Science by Sidney Stevens)